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"Saarinen explored industrialism at GM, but at TWA, he looked at flight.
This is not architecture as manifesto or virtuosity, but openness."
ichael Rotondi
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Forevvord
The academic setting is a
privileged lookout from which it is possible to view the
world . For the discipline of architecture, like the other
professional disciplines housed within that setting,
it provides an invaluable opportunity to observe the
field of practice . It is however a place which is also of
the world and consequently can enable faculty and
students to not only view that field of practice but
to participate actively in its cultivation .
Grounded in tradition, bounded
by societal values and shaped by the concerns of the
day, the professions tend to be inherently conservative.
In this context it can be valuable, perhaps some would

•

argue essential, for a university to critically consider the
role of the profession and the nature of practice and,
out of that scrutiny, to suggest territory which might
usefully be cultivated . The symposium [re) inventing

practice which was held at the College of Architecture
and Urban Planning of the University of Michigan in
March, 1996 was organized so that some of these
issues could be considered .

•

There is a view of architecture
which focuses the activities of the profession either
as work pre-occupied with abstract concepts of design
far removed from the reality of day to day life or
alternatively aswork steeped almost exclusively in
demanding social programs.
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It is a view which is frequently expressed and, as
architecture is embraced with increasing enthusiasm
by the media and entertainment industry, is one which
is energetically promoted. In reafity it is a choice one
need not make.
The participants in the
symposium- Michael Rotondi, Samuel Mockbee
and Dan Hoffman from the United States, Peter Salter
from England and Brigitte Shim from Canada, were
invited because they are all working actively in practice
and teaching. Through this work they have clearly

•

demonstrated a commitment to combining high
aesthetic standards with clear social agendas .
Michael Rotondi was an
inspiration for the symposium and one of its key
participants . The work of RoTQ Architects, an
architectural practice he founded in 1991 with
Clark Stevens, demonstrates the reality of re-inventing
practice. It is inspiring and holds extraordinary promise.
Symposia can be moments
of intense energy yet all too often easily forgotten .
This publication has been prepared as a record of
such a moment. It does not document word for word
the presentations of guest speakers or the discussions
which they prompted between the students, faculty
and visiting practitioners. Rather it sets out the recent
work and developing ideas of RoTQ as somehow
symptomatic of the spirit of those conversations
and the considerations of re-inventing practice .
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The Uncertainty of the Drawing
In 1836, the laws relating to
the r:>atent process in the United States were redefined.
Inventors were requested to submit not only drawings
as a part of the matter of disclosure but to "furnish a
model of (the) invention, in all cases which admit of
representation by a model, of a convenient size to
exhibit advantageously its several parts." This requirement,
maintained by the Patent Office for forty-four years,
was to generate an extraordinary collection of models
both large and small as well as fostering an industry of
fabrication, albeit in miniature, to support invention .
By identifying the uncertainty of the drawing it was
a change which introduced a greater openness into

•

the design process.
It is this same spirit of
uncertainty and openness which seems to inspire
Michael Rotondi and Clark Stevens in their development
of the work of RoTQ Architects. While many arch itects
view the drawing as definitive, Rotond i and Stevens
have sought to exploit its uncertainty in their pursuit
of architectural ideas. In this work the drawing takes
on a decidedly more tentative quality- no longer the
prescriptive notation or graphic instruction of what is
to be done but instead a notional outline of work in
progress. So the drawings of recent projects show not
only the layering of information but also the development
of ideas across the page . At RoTQ this is a scroll of
Strathmore rolled out on a specially designed 16 foot
long table which is placed at the center of the office.
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aspect of this work . It is work which does not focus
on the singular skill of the individual or the architect
but which enthusiastically embraces the collaborative
contributions of others . Whether from client, builder,
specialist or casual onlooker these particular architects
actively seek out the other view in their attempt to
re-invent the practice of architecture . At Dorland the
realization of a cheap place to live and work was only
possible with the efforts of architects who also became

•

builders, while at Sinte Gleska the definition of the
entire project by the Lakota community directly
reflects that spirit which Rotondi noted in saying
"Human enterprise is a collective one. We are
always interdependent on one another."
As fabrication was requested
by the American Patent Office in order to validate the
drawing, so the actual act of construction has been
viewed by RoTQ as essential in the very process of design .
In what may easily be dismissed as a characteristically
West Coast view they speak of serious clients armed
with readily available materials, particular construction
skills and an energy to build coming to the table ahead
of any drawing of the Carlson-Reges Residence.
However as both building and drawing progressed
concurrently, so the necessity for invention prospered .
In his review of the requirement
for models, Kendall Dood of the U.S. Patent and
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Trademark Office has noted that it was uniquely
suited to the popular conception of technology as

•
"something entirely and immediately apprehendable
through the senses." He went on to observe that it was
this lost view of technology which the surviving models
most uniquely memorialize. The work of RoTQ Architects
noted in the six projects selected for this book seeks
to re-establish a similar view of architecture. Through
their interrogation of the drawing and the consideration
of fabrication they are clearly seeking to re-invent
architecture through practice .

Brian Carter
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[re]garding RoTQ
Based on the symposium
[re]inventing practice and a series of discussions with
Michael Rotondi and Clark Stevens.

[re] The Practice of Architecture :
When you ask most architects
why they became an architect, there's a commitment
to humanity. When you ask the architect what type of
work they're doing, the types of projects they are often
commissioned to do aren't the reasons that they went
into architecture. When you're committed to humanity
on the one hand, you're theory of economy is a gift
economy. It's one of give away. That leads to generosity.

•

The person who has the most power and authority is
most often the person who is also the most generous.
In our own system, our theory of economy is based on
acquisition. You acquire, you store and then you spend
strategically in order to acquire more. What can result is
selfishness and at its worst, greed. The people we give
the most power to are the people we trust the least.
Institutional structures are now in a state of free-fall they're in a,period of transition. Social, political,
economic, technological and cultural structures are all
changing, and consequently the nature of architecture
changes. But we, as arch itects, are in the same mode
we've been in for the last one-hundred years. One way of
dealing with this is not to attempt to predict the future.
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As you get older you try to remain secure by keeping
everything the same. Your comfort level is always in
proportion to certainty. When you're young, you get
bored very quickly, so you're continually looking for
new situations in order to be on the edge. I think that's
what we need to do as architects, both individually
and collectively, in order to deal with an unpredictable
world that's in radical transformation. This leads to a
mode of practice which is really quite different.
In the 80s the phone rang a lot.
In the 90s the phone doesn't ring. Now you have to
invent work. You have to invent a type of practice
•

that is forcing you to integrate different philosophies,
approaches and modes of working. But you can have
a social .agenda and a high aesthetic standard at the
same time. That's really critical.
[re] Ways of Working:
We've learned that there's a
lot of people who need work but who can't afford that
work. We have to figure out how to deliver the work
to them. At the same time people with money also
need good work. Since we started RoTQ Architects in
1991, we have thought a lot about ways of working
for several reasons. One was to question the nature
of authorship- how to incorporate everybody into the
work in ways that it didn't always appear as being the
work of one principal author. Then everybody has both
a vested interest and a proprietary role in the work.
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Another reason was to try to develop ways of working
in the office that make it possible to do the conventional
work, which is run in conventional ways, as well as
being able to respond to the other economy. We want
to develop ways of working that allow us to take on
work that has hardly any money in it, or has low fees
or consists of very, very small projects. This is what we
ca~l

design-build. The principles in the processes of

design-build have permeated all of our work- even
the most conventional work. Over the last four years
we've been inventing projects and then constructing
the conditions for those projects to be realized, to allow
them to emerge.
There's a 'normal' way of
working- it's the sketch on the napkin. Everybody's

•

heard about the architect who does a sketch on a
napkil'l and then builds their vision. Going from the
sketch directly to construction drawings is actually
quite boring -but it's certainly a way of working.
But it tends to short circuit the creative process out
of which projects emerge. Another way is to work
with ideas - being driven by ideas and in having the
form emerge out of that process. Years ago we started
building our own projects because we couldn't find
anybody else to build them. The whole office would
go out there to build them. We didn't think of it as
design-build, it was just necessity. We were young
and wanted to get projects built; no one else could
do it so we did it ourselves.
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[re] Design Strateg ies:
Sinte Gleska University is the
first and oldest tribal university in the Americas. It was
started 25 years ago by the Sicangu lakota in Rosebud,
South Dakota. We are planing and building an entirely
new campus for the University on a prairie adjacent to
a lake. The planning, siting and design of the campus
are primarily generated by the spatial and diagrammatic
structure of the Lakota traditional systems of movement
and rest, the formal characteristics of the lakota
universal model - Kapemni, and Lakota numerology.
This knowledge, recorded in the memory of the elders,
•

is expressed through stories, daily rituals, ceremonial
dances, shelter constructions - tipi and yuwipi,
and temporary settlements. The challenge of our
collaborative exploration is to find a contemporary
form for traditiona l values and practices.
Historically, the Lakota were not
stationary people. They migrated across the plains in
accordance with the sun and followed the buffalo,
the embodiment of the sun on earth. Choosing sites
for temporary settlement appropriate for enacting
rituals and daily routines had precedence. Permanent
settlements had no precedent except as imposed
one-hundred and twenty years ago.
The tribal elders now believe
that it is possible to establish a new precedent.
Meeting with them, we have learned how they located
camps, the basis for arranging their tipis, the size and
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config,,ratian of the encampment, and the alignment
of built structures with natural ones. The lines of
Antelope Compus
1999+

movement and the places of rest on earth are reflected
in the sky, ever-changing in a rhythmic and recurring
cycle. Lakota myths and legends record the significance
of this dynamic relationship of earth and sky, in which
the horizon is the zone of human occupation . Their
stories embody the concepts of mirroring, scaling,
and nesting, all of which incorporate principles of
order and systems of relationships between each and
everything in the universe. Everything is interconnected
and interdependent. At all sizes and scales the physical,
aesthetic and spiritual aspects are woven together.

•

For example, in the Lakota
star knowledge (a system of astronomy and astrology),
the configuration of stars known as the animals or the
"four-leggeds" (Tayamni) is also the group of stars at
the center of that same constellation, as well as their
respective prairies in the Black Hills. No prefix or suffix
identifies or distinguishes one from another because
they are all Tayamni. Generally, the identity and to
some extent the definition of a place/person/thing
is provisional with regard to context.
The essence of the Lakota
star knowledge is embodied in the word "home".
The Lakota star knowledge tells people they have a
place on this earth. The Lakota star constellations
which are mirrored on the land define and limit their
homeland and designate "here" . The star knowledge
also tells the people how to conduct themselves within
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this homeland. It gives a sacramental and moral basis
for the use of their energy defining what work is and
what to work for.
Traditional Lakotas know all
aspects of their landscape. The land has physical
presence as well as spiritual meaning. Everything in it
and on it exists in a dynamic balance based on reciprocity
and respect. At the beginning of our work, we studied
their texts, experienced the land, and listened to their
stories. We began to see and understand all of it as
one thing.
We postulated that if the form
•

and physical characteristics of a site suggest connections
to oral history, to a seasonal event, to a significant
position !Jf the sun, or to a significant constellation
or star, then by learning something about how people
might move or where land might be manipulated we
might reflect the traditional Lakota choreography.
In this way, from the outset the Campus was seen as
an extension of the University's curriculum of Lakota
studies. We developed a hierarchy for primary siting
decisions and diagrams of the campus based upon
the number of "connections" or "correspondences"
that occur in a reading of the natural landscape
through the Lakota lens.
The Campus Plan attempts
to integrate manmade and natural conditions as
dictated by our reading of traditional Lakota spatial
systems. We are developing relational and multi-scaled
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ordering systems They are defined as natural (experience
based), abstract (intellectually based) and mytholog ical
(spiritually based). Our site began at the scale of the
Lakota homeland, defined by t he known medicine
wheels such as Big Horn in Wyoming, which were
understood to have defined the outer radius of the
settlement and its geographical center of the Black Hills
(Paha Sapa). We mapped precisely the re lationship of
our campus circle in Antelope, South Dakota , to all
the ceremonial sites in the spring journey, as well as
to the paths of the corresponding constellations and
sunsets. This process revealed a close relationsh ip,
exact in places, between the rad ial location of the

•

spring journey sites and the timing of the ceremonies .
The Lakota community received th is information w ith
great satisfaction, convinced that they had made a
good choice for the campus.
The next increment in scale
was the volume defined by the horizons visible from
the site. Our analysis marked seven buttes to the south,
a remarkably straight and directional fold in the landscape
formed by the Keyapaha River drainage, with visible
horizontal and vertical edges formed by changes in
prairie texture due to shifts in the underlying soil. As
we pointed these th ings out to the Lakota, we often
heard stories about the landscape features. Through
these oral histories, we continue to learn .
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Currently two buildings are underway. One is under
construction and the construction of another is about
to begin. Their design, construction log ic and bu ilding
materials emerge from our beliefthat every aesthetic
issue must be simultaneously practical. We are
developing these projects as instruments for teaching
vocational education students the process, techniques
and skil ls of construction .
The design process occurs on
site at the reservation - where a member of RoTQ has
lived since 1995 - and at the office in Los Angeles .

•

We draw. We model in paper and in wood . We model
on the computer. All are necessary. This project, in
collaboration with the Lannan Foundation and Sinte
Gleska University, will continue for many years .

[re) Development of a Material Language:
A material language has
developed as an outgrowth of our notion of economy.
Economy for us is not necessarily synonymous with
budget, but is rather an extension of an interest in
least-energy systems . This approach influences our
material research .
Our research for Sinte Gleska
covered available bui lding technologies as well as
cultural precedent. The town of Antelope is quite
remote and consequently there is a limited palette
of materials which are readily available . The existing
campus consists of three balloon frame build ings,
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six trailers a " B11tler" building, a log building, and a
hexagonal concrete block ruin w ith a 10,000 square
foot footprint.
It also relates directly to the
availability of recyclable materials and skills that are
within the comfort level of the builder. For example,
in the Carlson-Reges Residence, in order to give Richard
Carlson, t he client and the bui lder, an opportunity for
a true share of the authorship of the project, we
encouraged him to expand his considerable skills in
large-scale steel construction and concrete demolition .
Richard internalized the larger

" The const ruction documents

formal ordering systems, so he would proceed quickly

[for Carlson] were minimal,

with steel erection and connections. Because his logic

with most of the required

was almost always consistent and because he almost

information coming from

always included us in decision making, a consistent

t hree-dimensional models
rat her than drawings."
- Clark St evens

•

detail language was achieved - even though the
building is not for the most part "detailed" in the
conventional 3 "=1' -0" architectural fashion .

[re) Pa radigms of Bu ilding :
Our role during the construction
of the Carlson-Reges Residence was to be able to
continua lly develop the volumetric concepts of the
project as it was being bui lt. Richard Carlson did not
like to go backwards, so it was preferable to him to add
layers to make things fit rather than remove completed
work to make corrections . Often this actually meant
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more work for him. It was also more work for us, as we
would have to reconceptualize quickly, and steer him
in a new direction that was compatible with his needs.
It was in this way that the bad 'note' was transformed
through improvisation, into a scale.
The need to build quickly has
encouraged us to reduce the number of materials we
use, and to scale up those that are used. So if steel is
infilled with large mullionless glass, there are fewer
profiles to detail -although the placement of silicone
joints remains critical. The second paradigm in our
consideration of materiality is "least energy/least
harm." For the design of the Lake Cottage at Dorland
and the Hexagon Building at Sinte Gleska University,
we have !ooked at Carlson and QWFK - the projects
that preceded, and at their site conditions in order
to develop a material language that would be efficient
as well as available. Although we are not doctrinaire
about venturing into "sustainable" design, we are
concerned with least harm structures at a conceptual
level. These issues quickly become subjective, but there
is no denying that a 6x10, even a 4x10, is an inefficient
use of a very old tree.
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QWFK House
The large site in New Jersey
is very special. This area of the state is semi-rural
with large grasslands dispersed within a seemingly
continuous forest. This site is situated on a knoll that
is both forest and field, sloping downward into a valley
that extends for thirty miles. The house is designed to
experience all of this.
At the end of a long driveway,
that extends from the street through the forest at the
edge of the field, is an entry-motor court shaped by
the building and trees. The L-shaped plan consists of

•

an east-to-west private wing and a north-to-south
semi-private zone that includes a media center, small
garden and guest house, all of which are adjacent to
a long swimming pool. These two zones pass through
each other like interfering magnetic fields, creating
a third zone for the family living and dining areas and
library. Although many of the activities have distinctly
bounded areas, the entire inner space of the building
is fluid, one space becomes another throughout. All
of the main areas are contiguous and easily accessible
to outside spaces.
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From the project's inception,
different ways of incorporating the client's interests
in concepts of dynamic human organizations were
explored through three-dimens.ional diagrams. The
ordering systems devised through the drawing and
subsequent modeling were linear and incremental
with frequencies and phasing that worked in plan
and section simultaneously. Tne lines were imagined
to be moving through space, defining volumes rather
than merely planes. These volumes were positioned
and shaped by this abstract system in concert with

•

desire, sensuous experience and functional necessity.
We wondered if you could move into, around and
through this house on this site and realize that you
may not have experienced anything like this before,
yet it all seemed familiar; you felt comfortable and
secure. After living in the house for four months the
client said it is true.

Dorland Mountain Arts Colony
The Dorland Mountain Arts
Colony, established in 1979, is set on a 300-acre Nature
Conservancy preserve overlooking the Temecula Valley
in California . The colony and its buildings cover about
ten acres- the rest of the land has been left in its
natural state. A central live oak grove, two spring-fed
ponds, and a w ide variety of plant, bird and animal life
are among the land 's features.
Writers, composers and visual
artists come to Dorland for retreat, reflection, and
work. It is a time of solitude and transition, an in-between
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place. In 1992, an accidental fire destroyed the Lake
Cottage. RoTQ donated design-build services to replace
the 1000 square foot cabin with a budget of $30,000 .
There was an interest in the
way that indigenous structures formed unique volumes
as a result of the constraints of time and materials.
Rather than merely creating an organizational and
spatial diagram and then detailing to develop that
diagram, possible alternative construction techniques
were considered that might shape the volume and
configure the form .
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A system of·lodge poles and
tripod-like lashed connections was used instead of
plywood-braced post and beam construction so as to
explore the dynamic nature of the system, its structural
stability and its material efficiency.
A limited budget and
construction skills suggested that the project consist
of standard local materials arranged into simple
elements which could be understood by anyone
as easy-to-assemble building parts.

_____________ In the absence of electricity,
a simple, self-contained solar power system provides
light and power. The small storage capacity of the
system encourages residents to plan their use of
electricity, considering it as a limited resource. The
people staying here become more aware of natural
systems and circadian cycles that are not so evident in
urban environments. The cabin has two modes that
respond to its Savannah environment - one, open,
light-gathering and breeze-capturing, and the other,
a shuttered insulating mode which responds to the
cool, high-desert nights. The use of screen and
shutter systems, instead of large glass surfaces,
has both cost and comfort benefits.

•

The only heating element,
the wood-burning stove, is placed close to the spaces
which are used in the evening and early morning.
These spaces also benefit from solar heat radiated from
massive stone and concrete walls in the sleeping area.
Daytime light is enhanced by a wide strip of polyester
fabric that runs the length of the cabin. This fabric
is inexpensive, yet provides substantial heat reflectance
while allowing natural light in to the rooms. Shaded
exterior areas expand the interior studio space, and
open towards views of the Temecula Valley through
the canopy of live oaks.
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This house was built by the
owners with materials from their salvage yard. The
architects and owners worked improvisationally and
opportunistically within a pre-established spatial
framework and a code of design-build.
One of the clients is a builder;
the other breeds and trains show dogs and is active in
the Los Angeles Arts community. The couple has lived
for some time in what was once an electric company
cabling structure north of downtown Los Angeles.
The stripped classical concrete and steel structure is
surrounded by a yard that contains a collection of
building materials and industrial artifacts collected from
two generations of work and urban renovation. During
that time the client/builder and his family have acquired
considerable skill and experience in the renovation of
large scale industrial structures but prior to this project
had not collaborated with a design architect.
The clients requested that their
expanding collection of paintings and sculptures be
accommodated to allow for occasional public showings,
without compromising the privacy of their living space.
The design addresses the acoustic and environmental
problems associated with living in a large open space
in the midst of an urban industrial landscape.
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From the outset, the skills of the clients who would
construct the project informed the design p·rocess.
There was an interest in exploring scales and methods
of construction which are typically well beyond the
scope of residential construction and so priorities
shifted to the possibilities of volume and scale rather
than the complexity or refinement of details.
The process began with a
modeling and drawing analysis of the dimensions
and spaces of the existing site and structure and the
relationships they had to surrounding areas bounded

•

by the central city, freeways, trains, and the mountains .
The result of this exploration was a series of constructed
volumetric elements: a shield protects the translucent
kitchen and the interior from the strongest southern
sun, blocks the noise and dirt of the adjacent train
switching yard, and forms a protected vertical
garden around an existing forty foot tall stand
of bamboo. The ground floor is used as
a semi-public garden and gallery
spaces. A new exterior ground
plane was created sixteen feet
above grade and is contiguous
to an elevated lap pool.
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Cylindrical tanks from the client's materials yard were
modified to make the pool that reflects the downtown
skyline. A tower that acts as a light monitor, viewing
instrument, and hot-air exhaust, is topped by a small
garden belvedere that is humidified by mists of water.
A three-dimensional geometric
analysis was undertaken concurrent with the
"experiential" modeling. Information generated
from this analysis of existing conditions was layered
with other information. The intention was to create

•

a complex but singular volume to unify the separate
elements being generated from the study. This complex
volume is supported by a wave-like truss system which
springs from a simple structural frame. The frame
bypasses the building shell to bear on six points,
four on existing steel crane rails and two on the
ground fifty feet below. Structurally, the new volume
is completely independent of the existing shell.

_____________ The construction documents
were minimal, with most of the required information
coming from three-dimensional models rather than
drawings. All non-structural steel detailing occurred on
site in an improvisational fashion and was determined
by the availability of materials and labor. By maintaining
a flexible approach to detailing, the project always
moved forward. "Mistakes" were never removed or
rebuilt, but simply became the basis for the next set of
decisions. In many instances, ideas were tested full size .

•

VVarehouse C
Japan's Nagasaki Prefecture
has recently created a new landfill pier, approximately
800 feet in length and 400 feet in width, that projects
into Nagasaki Harbor. The entire pier will be mixed-use,
with a ferry terminal, large retail structures and working
warehouses. Outlying mountains, the entire city and
the bay surround the site, making it highly visible
from nearly every location around the harbor. With
this in mind, a rooftop public garden was proposed
in addition to the proposed fourteen meter high,
two-level warehouse.
Warehouse C is 700 feet long,
25 meters wide and an average of 22 meters hlgh -

•

dimensions comparable to those of a super tanker.
It is organized in three essential parts: a two level
private warehouse, a public garden on its roof and
a twenty meter diameter spherical exhibition hall.
The roofscape, a new elevated ground floor plane,
provides a public link between the new ferry terminal
and retail elements on the new wharf and the center
of the city. The garden will be a present day version of
the traditional 'dry' gardens of Kyoto.
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___,....--,.......,~--------The overall building is a

composite of three construction systems: The
warehouse is concrete. The south elevation wall
system and half of the roof enclosure are steel plate
and the garden is enclosed with fabric on the north
side. The spherical exhibition hall is 20 meters in
diameter and constructed of insulated steel plate,
which is normally used for LNP storage on the
huge tanker ships built in Nagasaki.
The steel will shield the building
from the prevailing winds of the annual monsoons.
The steel structure, plate wall, roof systems and the
steel sphere will be manufactured by shipbuilders
across the harbor and brought to the site by barge.

•

The rooftop and the walls are
shaped by a series of non-parallel frames t~at are divided
into four primary zones. Each zone defines a different
type of experience on the rooftop by changing the scale
and degree of enclosure of the space. The form that
results from the twisting and undulating geometry
of the fabric and steel planar systems is a variation on
the conventions of the complex planar geometries of
shipbuilding. The shipbuilding engineers said these
configurations and the construction logic to attain
them is conventional. The building engineers and
contractors said the opposite.
Upon entering the harbor
the building might appear as a ship or evoke the
image of a dragon in a local festival.
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Sinte Gleska University
RoTQ is currently working with
the Lannan Foundation and Sinte Gleska University of
the .Lakota Nation to plan a new campus in Antelope,
South Dakota. Three building projects are being worked
on simultaneously. A multipurpose/ceremonial building,
a classroom/assembly building and a building for the
technology and science faculty. The first two are in
design development and in construction.
The larger campus and new
buildings will enhance existing education programs
and allow for a controlled expansion into new program

•

areas that are part of a long term cultural and economic
development. Much of the campus will be constructed
over a period of several years by the University's staff
and students, organized by the vocational education
faculty utilizing conventional practices and locally
available materials, such as timbers, straw and earth,
for sustainable design practices.
The entire process of choosing
the site, programming the buildings, and developing
the appropriate aesthetics and site ordering principles
has focused some of the broader social and cultural
issues presently confronting Native Americans.
This project has become an instrument of teaching
and learning for everyone involved.
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The Multi-Purpose Building
The multi-purpose/ceremonial building will
include a student center, early childhood
development, a gymnasium, classrooms
and an exhibition/performance space.
The building will be constructed of a
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steel frame and skin, timber frame and
siding, and rammed earth. In spring
al)d summer it will incorporate
the adjacent exterior landformed
spaces for larger ceremonies.
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The Hexagon Building

Named for its location next
to an existing hexagonal ruin with a 10,000 square
foot footprint, the smaller classroom assembly building
is now being used as a small student center and
town hall. It was designed to be built by experienced,
skilled craftsmen and their apprentice-students.
The construction systems incorporate modular
trailers, logs, timbers, straw bale, and stucco.
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Merging 2 Realities
Designed by RoT.Q in Los Angeles
and built by students in Ann Arbor, this project was
both a space for exhibiting ROTOWORK and an attempt
to understand the operations of the remote office.
The design of the exhibition was
inspired by the Lakota word Kapemni or 'the twisting
of the wind'. It was built to occupy space in-between at the intersection of two long corridors in the Art and
Architecture Building. Consequently it was visible from
many different locations. The exhibition structure was
itself an exhibit. It housed work in progress as well

•

as completed projects. Drawings and images were
projected onto screens by two projectors and the
design provided benches for visitors to sit and watch.
Recent work was also made available to users through
an interactive computer installation. The boundaries
of the space and their relationship to the corridor
were established by RoT.Q from an initial visit to the
site. Details were intentionally left vague with their
resolution left to the abilities of the student builders.
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A Path Taken
Journeys of self-enlightenment
in architecture are rare, but the work of Michael Rotondi
over the last five years reveals an architect who has
embarked on an original and daring path. One architect
at the start of his career, he has become fundamentally
different after inventing and pursuing an approach that
has taken architecture into unexpected territory.

As a partner in Morphosis,
Rotondi participated in a firm aptly named for its
preoccupation with form. In their new practice,
Rotondi and his partner Clark Stevens have opened up
the design process so that it has become receptive to
other considerations, many from outside the discipline.
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At its most accomplished
levels, architecture traditionally has been the pursuit
of a master positing his signature in all projects.
RoTQ instead relinquishes control to a number of actors
in the design process, inviting clients, professionals
and assorted shamans into discussions that essentially
mix their respective systems of belief and expertise. The
process is also open to the changing voices in the studio
itself. The working method of RoTQ acknowledges that
culture is complex, and that architecture, as a part of
culture, can embody a matrix of philosophy, sociology
and psychology as well as form, technology and
finance. RoTQ operates from a culturalist rather
than a formalist paradigm.
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Within RoTQ.

however, they hybridize a third state

Michael Rotondi and Clark Stevens

suspended somewhere between order

are not so much the master builders

and disorder. Inclusive enough to host

reducing all influence to a single vision

apparent opposites, the complexity

but conductors in a pluralist enterprise

is at the same time Dionysian and

who cultivate the difference between

Appolonian, gothic and classical,

voices: they prefer polyphony to symphony.

intuitive and rational, non-linear and

Just as societies
are no longer considered pure and

linear. The design tries to reconcile
the split between mind and body.
As a book

monolithic, RoTQ do not conceive of
•

buildings as single forms shaped by

or a voyage might open a life to new

reductive concepts. Forms are not

dimensions, so Michael Rotondi's and

overdetermined but indeterminate;

Clark Steven's capacity to listen to other

they are opE!n not closed. Porosity and

voices has opened the practice. Since

fluidity characterize buildings three-

the voices in each project are not always

dimensionally developed in plan, section,

the same, it is impossible to predict what

and elevation. The Carlson-Reges

the next design will attempt. The only

residence, for example, visibly retains

consistent characteristic of the work is

the form of the original classical poured-

that in the process of building many

concrete structure, while it opens to

voices, RoTQ successfully translates into

the secondary steel structure that the

form a sense of the wonder of the

architects have fitted around and through

conversations they have heard.

the first. The two languages are not
merged into a unitary design: the design
remains bilingual, each system expressing
its difference from the other. Together,
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